Bipartisan Consensus: The Public Wants Well-Rested Medical Residents to Help Ensure Safe Patient Care

National Public Opinion Poll Shows Overwhelming Majority of Americans Oppose Any Loosening of Medical Resident Duty-Hour Restrictions
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Executive Summary

Background

In 2009, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) issued a comprehensive report documenting the risks to both medical residents (also known as resident physicians or simply residents) and patients when residents work shifts longer than 16 hours and recommended that, among other things, no resident be permitted to work for more than 16 hours straight without sleep.

A national opinion poll conducted in 2009-2010 assessed the public’s attitudes toward the IOM’s recommendations. The overwhelming majority (90%) of the public favored restricting all medical resident work shifts to no more than 16 straight hours without sleep.

In response to the IOM’s report and concomitant public pressure to revise its duty-hour rules, the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) in 2011 restricted first-year residents (interns) to shifts of no more than 16 hours — but allowed all other residents to work shifts of up to 28 straight hours without sleep. The 16-hour work-shift cap for interns was put in place because the ACGME concluded, after an exhaustive evidence review, that interns “make more errors when working longer consecutive hours.”

In recent years, two recent cluster-randomized clinical trials — known as FIRST and iCOMPARE — are purporting to investigate the effect of medical residents’ shift length on patient safety and resident education. The trials randomly assigned resident physicians’ hospitals to either a control arm that was supposed to adhere to the ACGME’s current duty-hour rules, where interns were limited to shifts of no more than 16 hours, or an experimental arm that removed all limits on shift length. These trials are being conducted without the voluntary informed consent of the residents or their patients.

In September 2015, as part of the ACGME’s commitment to review its resident duty-hour restrictions every five years, the ACGME Board of Directors established a task force to develop recommendations for revising these restrictions. Dozens of physician organizations have advocated lifting the 16-hour cap in order to allow interns to work for 28 or more hours in a row without sleep. The ACGME is expected to publicly release a draft proposal for revision of its resident duty-hour limits and solicit comments from stakeholders in the coming months.

New Public Opinion Poll

In July 2016, in response to the potential loosening of the ACGME’s resident duty-hour restrictions, Public Citizen commissioned Lake Research Partners (LRP), an independent public opinion research firm, to conduct a new national opinion poll to assess the public’s current attitudes toward the existing restrictions and proposals to modify them.

On July 20-24, 2016, a randomly identified representative sample of 500 likely voters nationwide participated in a 10-minute telephone survey that was conducted by professional interviewers from LRP. The margin of error for the poll is +/- 4.4%.

Key findings from the poll include the following:

- A total of 86% of respondents opposed a proposal to eliminate the ACGME’s current 16-hour shift limit for first-year residents. This opposition holds across party lines — with 84% of Democrats, 83% of independents, and 88% of Republicans in opposition. Providing respondents with additional information on the reasons to support or oppose the proposal did not affect the level of opposition.
• Most respondents (80%) also supported decreasing the shift limit from 28 hours to a maximum of 16 hours for residents in their second year and above, with Democrats (84%) and Republicans (84%) supporting the measure slightly more than independents (72%).

• Most respondents (77%) said that hospital patients should be informed if a medical resident treating them has been working more than 16 hours without sleep.

• Regarding the iCOMPARE and FIRST trials, 84% of respondents wanted to be informed if they were admitted to an experimental hospital where first-year residents were allowed to work 28 or more consecutive hours without sleep, with 78% “strongly” feeling this way.

Evidence on the Dangers of Long Shifts to Residents and Their Patients

The public’s marked apprehension about resident shifts beyond 16 consecutive hours comports with the evidence on the risks of long resident work shifts without sleep to the safety of both residents themselves and their patients. A substantial body of literature shows that sleep deprivation due to excessively long work shifts increases residents’ risk of motor vehicle accidents, depression, and needle-stick and other injuries that can expose residents to bloodborne pathogens. Depriving medical residents of sleep for more than 16 hours also impairs performance and exposes their patients to an increased risk of medical errors, which can lead to patient injury and death.

One of the primary arguments against reducing the length of residents’ work shifts is that this would increase the number of handoffs necessary to transition patient care from one resident to another and thus interfere with the continuity of care. However, handoffs must occur no matter the length of a resident’s shift, and it is not primarily the number but the quality of handoffs that is crucial in ensuring the safe transfer of patients between physicians. Numerous studies published in recent years point to the potential for implementing standardized handoff systems to minimize errors during the handoff process. Furthermore, all else being equal, a resident handing off a patient after a 16-hour shift will undoubtedly be more alert than will a sleep-deprived resident at the end of a 28-hour or longer shift.

Conclusion

This new poll makes clear that the American public’s opinion on resident duty hours has not changed since a similar poll was conducted in 2009-2010. The public is overwhelmingly opposed to lifting the 16-hour maximum shift length for interns, and favors, by similar margins, the implementation of a new similar cap for all other medical residents. The public strongly feels that patients should be informed if the doctor treating them has worked for more than 16 hours in a row. Similarly, members of the public would want to be informed were they admitted to an experimental-arm hospital in the FIRST or iCOMPARE clinical trials where interns are allowed to work shifts of 28 hours or longer. The results were bipartisan across the board, with Democrats and Republicans expressing nearly identical preferences in response to all questions. Thus, this is not a partisan political issue, but one of public safety.

As detailed in this report, the science is clear: Residents, like any other human beings, are unable to avoid the cognitive and motor limitations that inevitably accompany prolonged sleeplessness, and both residents and their patients are put at risk once residents’ shifts exceed the 16-hour mark. Furthermore, 16-hour or shorter shifts are feasible and have already been implemented, in some cases for all residents, through the night float systems adopted by many residency programs across the country. The ACGME acted counter to public opinion when it allowed second-year-and-above residents to work 28 hours consecutively without sleep in its 2011 rules, and it risks continuing to do so should it disregard the latest poll’s results.
I. New National Public Opinion Poll on Medical Resident Duty Hours

Background

In 2003, the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) set a series of limits on the duration and frequency of duty hours for medical residents (also known as resident physicians or simply residents). These limits included a maximum shift duration of 30 consecutive hours for all residents. However, in 2009, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) issued a comprehensive report documenting the risks to both residents and patients of such long shifts and recommended that, among other things, no resident be permitted to work for more than 16 consecutive hours without sleep.1

That same year, Public Citizen, the Committee on Interns and Residents of the Service Employees International Union, and the American Medical Students Association commissioned Lake Research Partners to conduct a national opinion poll assessing the public’s attitudes towards the Institute of Medicine’s recommendations.2 The overwhelming majority (90%) of the public favored restricting all medical resident work shifts to no more than 16 straight hours without sleep.

In response to the IOM’s report, concomitant public pressure to revise its duty-hour rules, and its own internal reviews, the ACGME in 2011 restricted first-year residents (also known as interns) to shifts of no more than 16 hours — but allowed all other residents to work shifts of up to 28 straight hours without sleep.3 The 16-hour work-shift cap for interns was put in place because the ACGME concluded, after an exhaustive evidence review, that interns “make more errors when working longer consecutive hours.”4 Notably, most residency program directors opposed the ACGME’s 16-hour shift cap for interns, both before5 and soon after6 implementation.

In recent years, two recent cluster-randomized clinical trials purported to investigate the effect of medical residents’ shift length on patient safety and resident education. The trials randomly assigned resident physicians’7 hospitals to either a control arm that was supposed to adhere to the ACGME’s current duty-hour rules, where interns were limited to shifts of no more than 16 hours, or an experimental arm that removed all limits on shift length. The Flexibility in Duty Hour Requirements for Surgical Trainees (FIRST) trial, which began in July 2014 with partial funding from the ACGME, involved general surgery residents at approximately 160 hospitals and hospital systems,7 while the National Institutes of Health (NIH)-funded Individualized Comparative Effectiveness of Models Optimizing Patient Safety and Resident Education (iCOMPARE) trial, which began in July 2015, involved residents at 63 internal
medicine residency programs across the U.S. and their affiliated hospitals. The ACGME granted waivers of many of its duty-hour limits, including all limits on shift duration, to the hospitals and residency training programs randomized to the experimental arm in the two trials. Neither trial could have proceeded without the ACGME’s waivers. The researchers are assessing whether patients treated by residents at the experimental hospitals are more likely to die or have serious complications than patients treated at control hospitals. These trials are being conducted without the voluntary informed consent of the residents or their patients.

Of note, before the FIRST trial began, the investigators signaled that one of their primary goals for conducting the study was to have the ACGME rescind its 2011 resident duty-hour requirements that placed more restrictive limits on maximum work-shift duration for all residents, but particularly those affecting interns.

In September 2015, as part of the ACGME’s commitment to review its resident duty-hour restrictions every five years, the ACGME Board of Directors established a task force to develop recommendations for revising these restrictions. In late December, the ACGME formally requested statements from its member organizations, constituent organizations, and other stakeholders regarding current ACGME resident work-hour requirements. Dozens of physician organizations submitted statements, and gave oral testimony at the ACGME’s March 2016 National Congress on Resident Duty Hours in the Learning and Working Environment in Chicago, advocating lifting the 16-hour cap in order to allow interns to work for 28 or more hours in a row without sleep. Some physician groups also urged the ACGME to allow shifts of longer than even the current 28-hour maximum for second-year-and-above residents and to allow training programs some “flexibility” in determining appropriate shift length. The ACGME is

11 Ibid.
expected to publicly release a draft proposal for revision of its resident duty-hour limits and solicit comments from stakeholders in the coming months.

In July 2016, in response to the potential loosening of the ACGME’s resident duty-hour restrictions, Public Citizen once again commissioned Lake Research Partners (LRP), an independent public opinion research firm, to conduct a national opinion poll to assess the public’s current attitudes toward the existing restrictions and proposals to modify them.

**Methodology**

On July 20-24, 2016, a randomly identified representative sample of 500 likely voters nationwide participated in a 10-minute telephone survey that was conducted by professional interviewers from LRP.

Participation was strictly voluntary, and no personal identifiers were recorded. No financial incentives were provided for participation. The sample was stratified geographically to reflect the expected voter turnout of the 2016 general election. The survey was designed jointly by Public Citizen and Lake Research Partners.

Respondents were asked questions about the following topics:

(a) the duration of resident work shifts;
(b) a proposal to increase the ACGME’s 16-hour limit on work shifts for interns to 28 hours;
(c) a counter-proposal to lower the ACGME shift limit for all other residents from the current 28 hours to 16 hours;
(d) whether hospital patients should be informed if a medical resident who is treating them has been working for more than 16 hours without sleep;
(e) whether the respondents would feel anxious about the safety of their medical care or want to be treated by a different doctor if a doctor treating them had been working for more than 16 consecutive hours; and
(f) whether the respondents would want to be informed if they were admitted to a hospital participating in the experimental arm of either of two ongoing clinical trials that allowed interns to care for patients after working for 28 consecutive hours or longer without sleep.

Information was also obtained on demographics,¹⁵ recent hospital employment by the respondent or a member of the respondent’s household, and recent emergency room visits or hospitalization by the respondent or a member of the respondent’s household. A copy of the complete survey instrument is provided in Appendix A.

The margin of error for the poll is +/− 4.4%.

**Results: Key Findings**

The demographic characteristics of the 500 poll respondents were similar to those of the U.S. adult population (see Appendix B).

---

¹⁵ Respondents were queried as to their partisan affiliation. Respondents identifying as “independent” but whose political views leaned towards either Republicans or Democrats were classified, for the purposes of the analyses, as Republicans or Democrats, respectively.
Proposal — Eliminate the ACGME’s 16-Hour Shift Limit for First-Year Residents

- Respondents overwhelmingly opposed a proposal to eliminate the ACGME’s current 16-hour shift limit for first-year residents.

Proposal – Eliminate the ACGME’s 16-hour Shift Limit for First-Year Residents: Initial Ballot

Currently, a private organization called the ACGME — the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education — is responsible for setting limits on the number of hours worked by medical residents. In 2011, the ACGME capped shifts for first-year residents, physicians who just graduated from medical school, at a maximum of 16 hours in a row. Before 2011, first-year residents were allowed to work shifts of 28 hours in a row without sleep. The ACGME now is considering a proposal to eliminate the 16-hour shift limit for first-year residents, allowing them to work shifts of up to 28 hours in a row without sleep. Do you support the proposal to increase the shift limit for first-year residents from 16 to 28 hours in a row without sleep?

This opposition holds across party lines, with 86% of the overall sample in opposition, 84% of Democrats, 83% of independents, and 88% of Republicans. It also holds across all other analyzed subgroups.
• Providing respondents with additional information on the reasons to support or oppose the proposal did not affect the level of opposition.

Proposal – Eliminate the ACGME’s 16-hour Shift Limit for First-Year Residents:
Informed Ballot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Oppose</th>
<th>Undecided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend:
- Strongly support: Dark blue (7%)
- Support: Light blue (8%)
- Oppose: Light orange (4%)
- Strongly oppose: Dark orange (79%)
- Undecided: Gray (3%)

Decrease Shift Limit From 28 to 16 Hours for Second-Year Residents and Above

• Most respondents (80%) also supported decreasing the shift limit from 28 hours to a maximum of 16 hours for residents in their second year and above, with Democrats (84%) and Republicans (84%) supporting the measure slightly more than independents (72%) (see Appendix C).

Proposal – Decrease Shift Limit from 28 to 16 Hours for Second-Year Residents and Above

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Oppose</th>
<th>Undecided</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend:
- Strongly support: Dark blue (73%)
- Support: Light blue (8%)
- Oppose: Light orange (4%)
- Strongly oppose: Dark orange (11%)
- Undecided: Gray (5%)
**Perception About Typical Medical Resident Shift Length and Ideal Maximum Shift Length**

- Respondents had different ideas about how long medical residents actually work on a typical shift, but a plurality (31%) believed the typical shift is about 12 hours long. A large majority of respondents (78%) also believed that these shifts should last no more than 12 hours. These preferences held across party lines.

**Informing Patients If a Medical Resident Who Is Treating Them Had Been Working for More Than 16 Hours**

- Most respondents (77%) said that hospital patients should be informed if a medical resident treating them has been working more than 16 hours without sleep.

**Reaction to Knowing That a Doctor Treating Patients Had Been Working for More Than 16 Hours**

- When it comes to their personal care, 86% of respondents would feel anxious about the safety of their medical care knowing that the doctor treating them had been working for more than 16 consecutive hours, and 84% would want to be treated by a different doctor.

**Desire to Be Informed If Admitted to a Hospital Participating in the Experimental Arm of Ongoing Clinical Trials**

- Regarding the iCOMPARE and FIRST trials, 84% of respondents would want to be informed if they were admitted to an experimental hospital where first-year residents were allowed to work 28 or more consecutive hours without sleep, with 78% “strongly” feeling this way.
Eighty-one percent of those who had been employed (or had a household member employed) in hospitals in the past five years stated that they would want to be so informed, as did 83-88% of people who had been hospitalized or visited the emergency room (or had a household member hospitalized or visit the emergency room) at least once within the previous three years.

**Other Subgroup Results (Appendix C)**

Poll responses were evaluated according to the following demographic characteristics: gender, age, race, political party affiliation, years of schooling, and region of residence. Respondents also were classified based on the following levels of experience with the health care system, by either the respondent or someone in the respondent’s household: hospital employment within the previous five years, or a visit to the emergency room or hospitalization within the previous three years. In every subgroup examined, with two exceptions, a majority of respondents responded in line with the overall results presented above.

**Conclusions**

This new poll makes clear that the American public’s opinion on resident duty hours has not changed since a similar poll was conducted in 2009-2010. The public is overwhelmingly opposed to lifting the 16-hour maximum shift length for interns, and favors, by similar margins, the implementation of a similar cap for all other medical residents. The public strongly feels that patients should be informed if the doctor treating them has worked for more than 16 hours in a row. Similarly, members of the public would want

---

16 Both exceptions applied to question #2, which asked: “On average, if you had to guess, how many hours in a row do you think medical residents actually work on a typical shift?” More than 50% of people in every subgroup thought that residents worked 12 hours or less on a typical shift except for: 1) people 50 years of age and older living in the West (49%); and 2) people who had visited the emergency room twice within the previous three years (50%).
to be informed were they admitted to an experimental-arm hospital in the FIRST or iCOMPARE clinical trials where interns are allowed to work shifts of 28 hours or longer.

The results were bipartisan across the board, with Democrats and Republicans expressing nearly identical preferences in response to all questions. Thus, this is not a partisan political issue, but one of public safety. The ACGME acted counter to public opinion when it allowed second-year-and-above residents to work 28 hours consecutively without sleep in its 2011 rules, and it risks continuing to do so should it disregard the latest poll’s results. Furthermore, as detailed in the remainder of the report, the public’s marked apprehension about resident shifts beyond 16 consecutive hours comports with the evidence on the risks of long resident work shifts without sleep to the safety of both residents themselves and their patients.

II. Discussion of the Adverse Impact of Depriving Medical Residents of Sleep

Risks of Long Shifts to Residents

There is a substantial body of evidence that an increased duration of duty shifts and the resulting sleep deprivation pose significant risks to medical residents’ health and well-being. Three serious outcomes have been studied extensively: motor vehicle accidents, percutaneous injuries and exposure to bloodborne pathogens, and depression.

Motor Vehicle Accidents

A 1996 study found that 23% of pediatric residents at Johns Hopkins Hospital reported falling asleep while driving, with 71% of the incidents happening after shifts averaging 33 hours.\(^\text{17}\) Forty-four percent of pediatric residents reported falling asleep while stopped at a traffic light, with all such incidents occurring post-call. One resident reported that she “routinely used her emergency brakes when stopped at a light because of her sleepiness post-call.”

In a 2005 *New England Journal of Medicine* study, the Harvard Work Hours, Health, and Safety Group collected monthly data from 2,737 interns across the U.S. to investigate the relationship between hours worked and motor vehicle accidents, near misses, and incidents involving involuntary sleeping while driving.\(^\text{18}\) Interns’ risk of a motor vehicle crash increased more than twofold (odds ratio [OR] 2.3; 95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.6-3.3) and the risk of a near-miss driving event increased nearly sixfold (OR 5.9; 95% CI: 5.4-6.3) after shifts of 24 hours or greater compared with shifts of less than 24 hours. Interns were also significantly more likely to fall asleep while driving during months with one to four (OR 1.82; 95% CI: 1.73-1.93) and five or more (OR 2.39; 95% CI: 2.31-2.46) extended shifts than during months with no extended shifts. Every extended shift scheduled per month increased the monthly rate of any motor vehicle accident by 9.1% (95% CI: 3.4-14.7%) and increased the monthly rate of an accident on the commute from work by 16.2% (95% CI: 7.8-24.7%). The study authors concluded that “scheduling physicians to work such extended shifts, which our group has recently shown to increase the risk of failures of attention and serious medical errors, poses a serious and preventable safety hazard for them and other motorists.”

A 2006 study of 19 residents’ performance on a driving simulator found that male residents displayed greater impairment, as measured by increased lane deviations and crash frequency, after a 15-hour


overnight call shift and an extra four hours of patient-care duties, compared with driving simulation testing after a night spent at home without call responsibility. The authors concluded that “[c]ollectively, results of this study and others suggest that medical residents are at risk when driving after a night on call.”

Percutaneous Injuries and Exposure to Bloodborne Pathogens

A 2000 retrospective review analyzed 745 accidental exposures (involving both percutaneous injuries and superficial skin or mucous membrane contact from splashes) to bloodborne pathogens reported by residents and medical students while on duty. The rate of such incidents was 50% higher during night shifts than during day shifts (p < 0.04), and first- and second-year residents reported considerably more such incidents than more-senior residents. The authors concluded, “Presumably, the fatigue of the 24h–36h work schedules with little or no sleep for on-call medical students and residents plus circadian rhythms in human cognitive performance and eye-hand coordination contribute to the observed day-night pattern in accidental exposures to bloodborne pathogens described herein.”

A 2006 prospective cohort study analyzed reported percutaneous injuries in 2,737 interns from July 2002 through June 2003. Interns most commonly reported lapses in concentration (64% of injuries) and fatigue (31%) as contributing factors for the injuries. Injuries were significantly more likely to occur during extended shifts than non-extended shifts (OR 1.61; 95% CI: 1.46-1.78). Injuries following extended shifts occurred after an average of 29 consecutive hours of work, while those occurring on days not preceded by an overnight shift occurred after an average of six hours of consecutive work. The authors concluded, “The association of these injuries with extended work duration is likely due to the adverse cognitive effects of the sleep deprivation associated with such extended work.”

Depression

The first year of medical residency is known to be a time of high stress, and such residents are at a higher risk for major depression than the general population. A 1991 study of 61 pediatric residents (34 first-year residents and 27 second-year residents) found that scores on mood and anxiety questionnaires were significantly worsened following a 24-hour call shift compared with residents completing the questionnaires following 24 hours without a call shift. A 1993 study found that internal medicine residents working 32-hour shifts every fourth night reported significantly higher rates of depression symptoms than those working 16-hour shifts under a night float system, as indicated on a post-shift questionnaire (although scores on anxiety and hostility questionnaires did not differ between the two groups).

A 2010 prospective cohort study administered depression questionnaires to 740 first-year residents at 13 U.S. hospitals.\textsuperscript{25} Surveys were administered at one to two months prior to beginning their first year of residency training and at months 3, 6, 9, and 12 of the first year. A total of 58% (740 of 1271) of the interns who could be contacted agreed to participate and, of these, 88% (651 of 740) completed at least one follow-up study survey. Just 4% of interns met the criteria for major depression at the beginning of their internship, but 27% reached this threshold both at month 3 and at the end of the year. The prevalence of moderately severe depression increased from 0.7% at baseline to 7.6% by the end of the year. A greater number of hours worked was significantly associated with an increase in depressive symptoms (p < 0.001).

A 2016 online survey of 1,888 medical residents conducted by Medscape found that 69\% reported that they were "always, mostly, or sometimes too tired to function well owing to long shifts."\textsuperscript{26} Disturbingly, 10\% of residents reported feeling depressed always or most of the time (compared with 6.7\% of all U.S. adults), 33\% reported depression sometimes, and 9\% reported having considered suicide (compared with 2.9\% of all adults 18 years and older who had completed college).\textsuperscript{27} These findings prompted family physician Dr. Pamela Wible, author of Physician Suicide Letters—Answered, to note: "We must confront the system issues that lead so many doctors in training to suffer and offer nonpunitive on-the-job mental healthcare as the norm in all medical institutions."\textsuperscript{28} The response rate was not reported; therefore, it is difficult to determine to what extent these findings are generalizable to the broader resident population.

**Risks of Long Shifts to Patients**

*Medical Errors During Shifts Greater Than 16 Hours*

The long shifts that second-year-and-above residents are allowed to work also put their patients in danger. A number of studies have confirmed that tired residents make more medical errors the longer they go without sleep, which can lead to patient injury and death.

The Intern Sleep and Patient Safety Study, published in 2004 by experts in patient safety and sleep medicine at Harvard, remains the most rigorous study of the effects of different resident shift lengths on the rate of medical errors.\textsuperscript{29} Over the course of the 2002-2003 academic year, the authors randomized interns working in intensive care units to one of two arms: a) maximum workweeks of 60-63 hours, with maximum shift lengths of 16 consecutive hours; or b) average workweeks of 77-81 hours, with shifts of up to 34 consecutive hours. The study included 634 admissions and 2,203 patient-days. Interns working shifts of 24 hours or longer made 36\% more serious medical errors, including 21\% more serious medication errors and 460\% more serious diagnostic errors, than interns working shifts of 16 hours or less.

In 2010, Reed et al. published a systematic review of all studies published up to May 2010 that examined the association between shift length and patient health, among other outcomes.\textsuperscript{30} The review found that, of the six studies evaluating the relationship between shift length and medical errors, all showed

---


\textsuperscript{27} Ibid. See slides 5-6.

\textsuperscript{28} Ibid. See slide 6.


statistically significant decreases in error rates with shorter shifts. The Intern Sleep and Patient Safety Study was the only randomized trial and therefore deemed the highest-quality study. Of the other five studies, one showed a decreased rate of potentially serious medication errors by residents working 16-hour shifts (plus two additional hours after the shift ends to finish work) once per week compared with those working 32-hour shifts every fourth (interns) or eighth (second-year-and-above residents) day. A national survey study found that interns who worked between one and four extended-duration shifts of 24 hours or longer within a one-month period were 3.5 (95% CI: 3.3-3.7) times more likely to report at least one significant medical error due to fatigue compared to interns who did not work such long shifts, and residents working five or more extended-duration shifts in a month were 7.5 (95% CI: 7.2-7.8) times more likely to report such incidents.

Post-2011 Studies and the FIRST Trial’s Methodological Flaws

An updated systematic review of the effect of duty-hour restrictions on patient safety, resident well-being, and resident education, published in 2015 by Bolster et al., claimed that the 2011 duty-hour reforms had no significant impact on patient outcomes. The review encompassed 27 studies published since the cutoff date for the 2010 Reed et al. review. Seven new studies on shortened shift duration and patient outcomes were analyzed; three were deemed by the authors of the systematic review to show a positive effect, one a negative effect, and three no effect. The studies were of varying quality and design, and none were prospective, randomized trials. Two studies involved focus groups or surveys that did not directly measure patient outcomes.

The largest study by far included in the Bolster et al. review that attempted to examine the effect of resident shift length on patient outcomes was published in 2013. Cohorts of interns in 51 residency training programs were surveyed in 2009 (714 interns), 2010 (772 interns), and 2011 (837 interns). The interns were asked in quarterly surveys, among other questions, whether they were concerned that they

43 Ibid.
made any major medical errors in the preceding three months. Significantly more interns in the 2011 cohort — the first group subject to the ACGME’s 16-hour shift limit — reported concerns about making major medical errors than interns in the combined 2009-2010 cohort (23.3% vs. 19.9%; p = 0.007). However, the study had several weaknesses. First, there was no objective assessment of actual medical errors. Second, self-reports by interns of concern about making medical errors may have been biased by the fact that most residency program directors had opposed the ACGME’s 16-hour shift cap for interns, both before and after implementation, a view that filtered down to, and was shared by, nearly half of residents in a 2012 national survey. Finally, the study was restricted to just the first year of the new 2011 duty-hour limits, possibly before many programs had adjusted adequately to the new rules by, among other measures, reducing interns’ workload to accommodate the shortened 16-hour shift. The study authors alluded to the lack of such adjustment as a possible reason for the finding of increased concern about medical errors.

The central flaw in the seven studies included in the Bolster et al. 2015 systematic review that examined the effect of resident shift length on patient outcomes is that none used objective patient outcome measures specific to the residents working varying shift lengths, such as medical errors committed by the residents.

A 2014 systematic review of the effect of 16-hour shifts for surgery residents included just one study that assessed the impact of such shifts on objective patient measures. The 2013 randomized, crossover trial compared the effects of assigning interns on general internal medicine teams at a single university hospital to either 16-hour or 30-hour shifts on length of stay and 30-day readmissions. Shift length was not associated with a significant effect on either outcome. However, the study was not adequately powered to assess such outcomes, with just 834 hospital admissions. Nor did it utilize an objective, rigorous procedure for detecting medical errors, as was used in the Intern Sleep and Patient Safety Study, further diminishing its ability to detect any actual change.

A 2014 observational study found that, compared with the two years (2009-2011) prior to implementation of the 2011 ACGME resident duty-hour restrictions, there was no increase in patient mortality or serious morbidity during the two years after the rules took effect (2011-2013) among more than 204,000 surgical

---

49 By way of reference, the 2004 Intern Sleep and Patient Safety Study (Landrigan et al.), detailed above, did not find a significant difference in patient outcomes (serious adverse events, patient length of stay, or overall mortality) in 634 admissions between intern shifts of 16 hours or less and shifts of up to 34 consecutive hours, despite a significantly increased rate of serious medical errors. This demonstrates that the number of admissions necessary to detect an effect of serious medical errors by residents (which, as demonstrated by Landrigan et al., increase with increased shift length) on patient outcomes is likely far higher than the number included in either the 2004 (Landrigan et al.) or 2013 (Desai et al.) randomized trials. Citation for 2004 study: Landrigan CP, Rothschild CM, Cronin JW, et al. Effect of reducing interns’ work hours on serious medical errors in intensive care units. N Engl J Med. 2004;351(18): 1838-1848.
patients in 54 hospitals.\textsuperscript{50} In addition, the concern raised by some residency directors in 2011\textsuperscript{51} that duty-hour limits could lead to less knowledgeable residents was countered by the study’s finding that resident examination performance did not decrease following implementation of the duty-hour restrictions.\textsuperscript{52}

Since 2015, two randomized controlled trials have attempted to assess the effect of resident shift lengths on medical errors and patient outcomes. In 2015, Parshuram et al. published a randomized controlled trial that assessed the effects of three different resident work schedules on adverse events, medical errors, and other patient outcomes at two academic medical-surgical intensive-care units in Toronto.\textsuperscript{53} Blocks of residents were randomly assigned to schedules with 12-hour, 16-hour, or 24-hour maximum shift durations and included 807 patients and 971 admissions, totaling 5,894 patient-days. The study found no significant differences in the rates of adverse events, preventable adverse events, medical errors, mortality, or other patient outcomes among the three work schedules.

However, this study had three critical flaws. First, the authors did not monitor whether residents were compliant with the shift limits to which they had been assigned. Second, the study did not directly monitor individual residents to see whether they made serious medical errors, nor were adverse events attributed to individual residents. Failing to do so would dilute out any differences among the three groups in the rates of adverse events or medical errors directly resulting from the residents’ different work schedules. Third, the authors identified only eight preventable adverse events during 971 patient admissions (1.4 per 1,000 patient-days), which is a small fraction of what would be expected, indicating that the study lacked adequate procedures for detecting such events. By way of comparison, the Intern Sleep and Patient Safety Study, which did use rigorous procedures for detecting preventable adverse events, found 39 such events per 1,000 patient-days.\textsuperscript{54}

In contrast to the Parshuram et al. trial, the Intern Sleep and Patient Safety Study\textsuperscript{55} monitored residents’ compliance with the assigned shift limits through daily sleep logs, validated by third-party observers.\textsuperscript{56} Furthermore, interns were directly observed by a physician “continuously, day and night” in order to detect serious medical errors that they made. This ensured that the study was measuring the direct effects of sleep deprivation in individual interns on patient care.

The FIRST trial, published in 2016, is the latest study to claim that a 16-hour limit on interns’ work shifts has no impact on patient outcomes.\textsuperscript{57} The trial found no significant difference in the rate of death or serious complications between patients cared for by residents randomized to the ACGME’s 2011 duty-hour restrictions and residents assigned to a “flexible” duty-hour schedule that did away with caps on shift


\textsuperscript{54} \textit{Ibid.}


duration. We have previously detailed the serious flaws in the trial’s design that undermine its findings and conclusions, but briefly summarize them here:

- The following factors resulted in a minimization of differences between the control and experimental arms of the FIRST trial, making it unlikely that any significant differences in the measured patient outcomes would be detected:
  - The trial assessed patient outcomes related to the care received by the entire patient care team, even though interns were the only members of the typically sizable team in whom there was any substantial difference in work schedules between the two groups;
  - General surgery interns are almost never the primary surgeons in the operating room, spend the least amount of time in the operating room compared to other residents, and never operate unsupervised; and
  - Experimental-arm programs were not required to implement all of the permitted changes from the 2011 rules.
- No intern-specific patient health care outcomes — most importantly, medical errors made by interns — were measured in the trial.

Thus, there has yet to be a post-2011 study as rigorous as the 2004 Intern Sleep and Patient Safety Study that assessed the effect of the reduced, 16-hour shifts on resident-specific patient outcomes. In the absence of such new data, the pre-2011 evidence of the deleterious effects of sleep deprivation resulting from shifts of longer than 16 hours on serious medical errors still stands.

The Handoff, Workload, and Feasibility Questions

Handoffs

One of the primary arguments against reducing the length of residents’ work shifts is that this would increase the number of handoffs necessary to transition patient care from one resident to another and thus interfere with the continuity of care. This concern is, of course, valid, but the notion that shorter shifts must come at the expense of patient safety due to the increased number of handoffs represents a zero-sum mentality that fails to account for the fact that it is not primarily the number but the quality of handoffs that is crucial in ensuring the safe transfer of patients between physicians. Handoffs still occur at the end of a long resident shift, but residents handing off patients at the end of a 28-hour or longer shift are exhausted and more prone to omitting or erring on critical information than residents who are more alert after a 16-hour or shorter shift.

A 2009 systematic review of studies on physician handoffs found that “very little research ha[d] been done to identify best practices” and that there existed “a great need for high-quality handoff outcomes studies focused on systems factors, human performance, and the effectiveness of structured protocols and interventions.” Since then, an updated 2015 systematic review (Mardis et al.) identified a number of higher-quality studies in medical residents that attempted to address these shortcomings and arrive at effective means of handing off patients at shift transitions.


One of these was a very large prospective cohort study published in 2014 in *The New England Journal of Medicine*. This study was conducted to assess the effectiveness of a standardized handoff system in pediatric residents across nine different residency programs. The intervention involved a bundle of interventions that included extensive resident training in how to conduct handoffs, changes to the verbal handoff process, changes to the written handoff process, and a faculty development and sustainment campaign, all organized around the handoff procedure using a mnemonic known as I-PASS (illness severity, patient summary, action list, situation awareness and contingency plans, and synthesis by receiver). The primary outcome was the rate of medical errors and preventable adverse events before and after implementation of the new system.

In 10,740 patient admissions, the rate of medical errors decreased by 23% (24.5 vs. 18.8 per 100 admissions; \( p < 0.001 \)), the rate of preventable adverse events decreased by 30% (4.7 vs. 3.3 events per 100 admissions; \( p < 0.001 \)), and the rate of near misses and non-harmful medical errors decreased by 21% (19.7 vs. 15.5 per 100 admissions; \( p < 0.001 \)) from the pre-intervention to the post-intervention period, respectively. There was no significant change in the rate of *non-preventable* adverse events. The inclusion of key information in written and oral handoffs significantly increased after the intervention, even though residents spent the same amount of time preparing for, and conducting, the handoffs as before.

Three handoff studies published since the 2015 Mardis et al. systematic review are summarized below. All were prospective cohort studies that compared outcomes before and after the implementation of a standardized handoff system:

- A 2016 study evaluating outcomes in 5,407 patients on general medicine and general surgery wards demonstrated that training on and use of a web-based standardized handoff procedure, incorporating a checklist for the most important points to be relayed, significantly reduced overall medical errors by 51%, medical errors resulting from a failure in communication by 60%, and medical errors due to mistakes in the handoff by 62% in the year after the procedure was implemented (\( p < 0.001 \) for all comparisons).

- A 2016 study in psychiatric residents involved the implementation of a handoff system known by the mnemonic PSYCH (patient information/background, situation leading to the hospital visit, your assessment, critical information, and hindrance to discharge). The standardized handoff system significantly reduced the mean number of omissions from handoffs, while increasing residents’ rating of the clarity of expectations and confidence in the handoffs.

- A 2016 study in pediatric residents found that implementation of the I-PASS system, including the integration of I-PASS into the electronic medical record system, resulted in significantly fewer omissions of important information, as well as improvements in identification of disease severity and other measures of handoff efficiency.

Thus, the implementation of best practices and standardized, validated handoff protocols has the potential to decrease medical errors resulting from poorly conducted handoffs.

---


Supervision of interns’ handoffs by senior residents or attending physicians is another element that might ensure that the necessary information is conveyed. As the ACGME noted in its report related to the 2011 revisions to the duty-hour rules, “transitions of care and handoffs are complex clinical acts, which benefit from supervision and coaching, particularly for junior learners.”

Studies, including one randomized trial, have found significant improvements in various aspects of handoff efficiency after the implementation of retrospective feedback from faculty to residents regarding their handoff procedures.

“Intrateam” handoffs offer further potential for reducing critical omissions, as explained in a 2012 letter to the editor in *JAMA Internal Medicine*:

Finally, one must consider that it is not only the number but the quality of handoffs. More importantly, not all handoffs are created equal. Systems can be designed to maximize continuity despite handoffs through the use of intrateam handoffs by having team members work serially so that someone from the team is always present and has both knowledge of and professional responsibility to the patient. This is in contrast to interteam handoffs, when all members on a team work in tandem; when they leave and handoff, no one who has primary knowledge of the patient is left.

Ultimately, handoffs must occur no matter the length of a shift. But, all else being equal, a resident handing off a patient after a 16-hour shift will undoubtedly be more alert than will a sleep-deprived resident at the end of a 28-hour or longer shift. The best way to minimize critical omissions or errors during transitions of care is to ensure that handoffs are (a) conducted by alert, well-trained residents using standardized, validated procedures; (b) supervised by senior residents or attending physicians; and (c) intrateam.

*Resident Workloads*

The debate over resident duty hours has largely sidestepped the question as to whether hospitals have adjusted interns’ workloads sufficiently in order to accommodate the interns’ shortened 16-hour duty shifts. Failing to do so not only would require interns to rush through much of their work during the shortened shift, thus attenuating the intended benefits of reduced work hours, but would force senior residents within the care team who are allowed to work shifts of up to 28 hours to complete any unfinished work after the intern leaves; this latter phenomenon was reported as having occurred by 66% of residents in a 2012 national survey.

It would also increase the chance that interns would work beyond the 16-hour maximum in order to complete their work and then falsify their self-reported hours to their residency program. In a national survey published in 2013, nearly half (43%) of 6,202 residents stated that they had falsely reported their duty hours at some point, including 19% who did so at least once or twice a month. It is perhaps not

---


surprising that more than twice as many residents disapproved (48%) than approved (23%) of the 2011 ACGME rules in a 2012 national survey.\(^7\)

Sen et al., in reporting the results of their survey study of three large cohorts of interns in 2009, 2010, and 2011, pointed out that work compression may have been at play in the first year of implementation of the 16-hour shift limit for interns:\(^7\)

> In addition, for many hospitals, the new duty hour restrictions were not accompanied by funding to hire additional clinical staff. As a result, the duty hour restrictions may have exacerbated the problem of work compression, with residents expected to complete the same amount of work as previous cohorts but in less total time. Increased work compression has been associated with poorer clinical performance and decreased satisfaction among residents.

It has now been more than five years since the 16-hour shift limit was first implemented. We are not aware of any comprehensive study assessing to what extent academic hospitals have adjusted to the 2011 duty-hour rules by making appropriate reductions to intern workloads and hiring the additional health care practitioners necessary to compensate for the reduction in intern labor. But it is clear that there is an ample and rapidly growing supply of physician assistants and nurse practitioners who could considerably reduce interns’ (and other residents’) workloads.\(^7\) Academic hospitals genuinely interested in reducing residents’ burdens while minimizing medical errors committed by overstretched residents would be wise to invest in these and other health care workers.

**Night Float and the Feasibility of a 16-Hour Shift Limit for All Residents**

Arguments against a 16-hour shift limit for residents on grounds of feasibility are belied by the reality that numerous residency programs across the country already have implemented night float systems, in which residents work day shifts and go home at night, to be replaced by other residents who work only at night, usually for a few weeks at a time. Under such a system, residents work shifts lasting 16 hours or less (often as short as 12 hours) for much of each training year. According to the American Medical Association, 391 (90.7%) of the 431 ACGME-accredited internal medicine residency programs and 219 (83.9%) of the 261 ACGME-accredited general surgery residency programs have a night float system.\(^7\) Furthermore, in some programs, such schedules have been instituted for upper-level residents.\(^7\)

**Conclusions**

A substantial body of literature shows that sleep deprivation due to excessively long work shifts increases residents’ risk of motor vehicle accidents, depression, and needle-stick and other injuries that can expose residents to bloodborne pathogens. Depriving medical residents of sleep for more than 16 hours also impairs performance and exposes their patients to an increased risk of medical errors, which can lead to patient injury and death.

---


\(^7\) Personal communication with the American Medical Association (AMA) on September 8, 2016. Data are based on the AMA’s FREIDA residency database. Of the programs with a night float system, 349 of 391 (89.3%) internal medicine and 195 of 219 (89.0%) general surgery residency programs reported that first-year residents participate in the night float system.

\(^7\) *Ibid.*
The arguments against shorter shifts represent a zero-sum mentality that claims that shorter shifts must necessarily result in poorer continuity of care and diminished resident well-being. Although shorter hours increase the frequency of handoffs, numerous studies published in recent years point to the potential for implementing improved, standardized systems to minimize errors during the handoff process. Furthermore, handoffs must occur no matter the length of a resident’s shift, and, all else being equal, a resident handing off a patient after a 16-hour shift will undoubtedly be more alert than will a sleep-deprived resident at the end of a 28-hour or longer shift. As for the purported increased workload on some residents resulting from a 16-hour shift limit, hiring more health care practitioners is necessary in order to reduce residents’ workloads and ensure that residents do not work beyond the 16-hour limit to finish their work and falsify their reported hours.

Ultimately, the science is clear that residents, like any other human beings, are unable to avoid the cognitive and motor impairment that inevitably accompany prolonged sleeplessness, and both residents and their patients are put at risk once residents’ shifts exceed the 16-hour mark. Furthermore, 16-hour or shorter shifts are feasible and have already been implemented, in some cases for all residents, through the night float systems adopted by many residency programs across the country. Were all residency programs to adopt such schedules, for all residents, resident and patient safety would be greatly enhanced, while finally bringing residents’ work schedules in line with the long-standing public consensus on this issue.
Appendix A – Complete survey instrument

500 likely voters
Timing: 10 minutes

Hello. My name is ________. May I please speak with (VOTER NAME FROM FILE)?
I’m calling from National Opinion Surveys. We are conducting a public opinion survey and I would like
to ask you some questions. We are not selling anything, and I won't ask you for a contribution or
donation.

1. Before we begin, I need to know if I have reached you on a cell phone, and if so, are you in a place
where you can talk safely? [IF NOT ON A CELL PHONE, ASK:] “Do you own a cell phone?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes, cell and can talk safely</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, cell and cannot talk safely</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, not on cell, but own one</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, not on cell, and do not own one</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Don't know/Refused)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TERMINATE

Now I’m going to ask you some questions about medical residents who work in hospitals. As you may
know, medical residents are licensed doctors who have recently completed medical school and are
practicing under the supervision of more experienced doctors.

2. On average, if you had to guess, how many hours in a row do you think medical residents actually
work on a typical shift?

3. And what do you think should be the maximum number of hours in a row medical residents should
work on any given shift?

4. Currently, a private organization called the A-C-G-M-E — the Accreditation Council for Graduate
Medical Education — is responsible for setting limits on the number of hours worked by medical
residents. In 2011, the A-C-G-M-E capped shifts for first-year residents, physicians who just graduated
from medical school, at a maximum of 16 hours in a row. Before 2011, first-year residents were allowed
to work shifts of 28 hours in a row without sleep. The A-C-G-M-E now is considering a proposal to
eliminate the 16-hour shift limit for first-year residents, allowing them to work shifts of up to 28 hours in
a row without sleep. Do you support the proposal to increase the shift limit for first-year residents from
16 to 28 hours in a row without sleep?

[IF YES/NO ASK: Is that strongly or not so strongly YES/NO?]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes - strongly</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes - not-so-strongly</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undecided</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No - not-so-strongly</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No - strongly</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Don't know)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Now I would like to give you some additional information about this proposal. [ROTATE
STATEMENTS]
The 16-hour cap was imposed for several reasons, including evidence that residents working shifts of 24 or more hours make more medical errors when treating patients than residents working 16 hours or less. Residents working longer hours are also more likely to accidentally injure themselves when treating patients, have car accidents, and become depressed.

Many in the medical community oppose the 16-hour cap. They point out that shorter shifts lead to more transitions in care between doctors, which also could contribute to medical errors. Opponents of the shorter shifts also argue that they interfere with the training and education of residents.

Do you support the proposal to increase the shift limit for first-year residents from 16 to 28 hours in a row without sleep?

[IF YES/NO ASK: Is that strongly or not so strongly YES/NO?]

Yes - strongly .................................................................1
Yes - not-so-strongly .....................................................2
Undecided .................................................................3
No - not-so-strongly .....................................................4
No - strongly .............................................................5
(Don't know) ............................................................6

6. The A-C-G-M-E currently caps shifts for medical residents in their **second year and above** at a maximum of 28 hours without sleep. Some have proposed reducing this cap from 28 hours to a maximum of 16 hours in a row. Do you support the proposal to decrease the shift limit for 2nd year and above residents from 28 hours to a maximum of 16 hours in a row?

[IF YES/NO ASK: Is that strongly or not so strongly YES/NO?]

Yes - strongly .................................................................1
Yes - not-so-strongly .....................................................2
Undecided .................................................................3
No - not-so-strongly .....................................................4
No - strongly .............................................................5
(Don't know) ............................................................6

7. Do you think hospital patients should be informed if a medical resident who is treating them has been working for more than 16 hours without sleep, or should patients not be informed?

[IF YES/NO ASK: Is that strongly or not so strongly YES/NO?]

Yes, informed - strongly .................................................1
Yes, informed - not-so-strongly ....................................2
Undecided .................................................................3
Not informed - not-so-strongly ....................................4
Not informed - strongly ................................................5
(Don't know) ............................................................6
8. If you knew the doctor who was treating you had already been on duty for more than 16 hours without sleeping, would you be very likely, somewhat likely, somewhat unlikely, or very unlikely to:

**ROTATE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Very likely</th>
<th>Smwt likely</th>
<th>Smwt unlikely</th>
<th>Very Unlikely</th>
<th>(Don't know/Refused)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Feel anxious about the safety of your medical care</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Want to be treated by a different doctor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. Researchers are conducting an experiment at more than 100 hospitals in the U.S. The hospitals were randomly divided into two groups: In one group, first-year residents are working shifts lasting no more than 16 hours in a row, as currently required by the A-C-G-M-E. In the other group, first-year residents are allowed to work shifts lasting 28 or more hours in a row without sleep. The researchers want to find out whether patients treated at the hospitals where first-year residents are allowed to work for 28 or more hours in a row are more likely to die or have serious complications compared with patients treated at hospitals where first-year residents work no more than 16 hours in row.

If you were admitted to one of the hospitals participating in this experiment, would you want to be informed if that hospital was assigned to the group where first-year residents are allowed to work shifts lasting 28 or more hours in a row without sleep?

[IF YES/NO ASK: Is that strongly or not so strongly YES/NO?]  
Yes - strongly .........................................................1  
Yes - not-so-strongly ................................................2  
Undecided ........................................................................3  
No - not-so-strongly ......................................................4  
No - strongly .................................................................5  
(Don't know) .....................................................................6

The remaining questions are for statistical purposes only.

10. Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat, an Independent or something else? [IF REPUBLICAN/DEMOCRAT:] Do you consider yourself a strong or a not-so-strong (Republican/Democrat)? [IF INDEPENDENT:] Would you say you lean more towards the Republicans or more towards the Democrats?

Strong Democrat.........................................................1  
Not-so-strong Democrat ..................................................2  
Independent - lean Democrat ............................................3  
Independent .......................................................................4  
Independent - lean Republican ...........................................5  
Not-so-strong Republican ..................................................6  
Strong Republican ............................................................7  
(Other) .............................................................................8  
(Don't know) .....................................................................9  
(Refused) .........................................................................10
11. How old are you? [IF REFUSED, ASK:] Well, would you tell me which age group you belong to?
(READ LIST.)

18-24........................................1
25-29........................................2
30-34........................................3
35-39........................................4
40-44........................................5
45-49........................................6
50-54........................................7
55-59........................................8
60-64........................................9
65-69.........................................10
70-74.........................................11
75 and older..............................12

12. What is the last year of schooling that you have completed?

1 - 11th Grade..................................1
High School Graduate..........................2
Non-College Post H.S..........................3
Some College..................................4
College Graduate............................5
Post-Graduate School.........................6
(Refused).....................................7

13. Have you or anyone in your household worked in a hospital within the past five years?
[IF YES] Is that you or someone in your household?

Yes, self........................................1
Yes, household member......................2
Yes, self AND household member ..........3
No ..............................................4
(don't know)..................................5

14. Just to make sure we have a representative sample, could you please tell me whether you are from a Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish-speaking background? [IF “NO”, ASK:] What is your race - white, black, Asian, or something else?
Select one

White ..........................................1
Black/African American......................2
Hispanic/Latino ..............................3
Asian/Pacific Islander.......................4
Native American/American Indian.........5
(Other) .......................................6
(Don't know / Refused).....................7
14. How many times in the last 3 years have you or anyone in your household:

a. Gone to the emergency room for care?

b. Been hospitalized for at least one night?

15. What is your zip code?

Thank you and have a nice day/evening.
Appendix B – Characteristics of the survey respondents (n = 500)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age, range</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-64</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 &amp; over</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Region</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Party Affiliation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democrat</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race/Ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American/American Indian</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other/don’t know/refused</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-high school graduate</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school graduate</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-college post-high school</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College graduate</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-graduate school</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health care system exposure</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency room visit</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalization</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed by a hospital</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* All health care system exposure questions asked about either the respondent or someone in his or her household. The question about hospital employment applied to the previous five years. Questions about emergency room visits and hospitalization applied to the previous three years.
Appendix C – Additional poll results by subgroup

Proposal to decrease shift limit from the current 28 hours to 16 hours for second-year residents and above

Proposal – Decrease Shift Limit from 28 to 16 Hours for Second-Year Residents and Above

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Oppose</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Undec.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 50</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 50</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democrat</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-college</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital Employment</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Hospital Employment</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Emergency Room Visits</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Emergency Room Visit</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or More Emergency Room Visits</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never Hospitalized</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalized Once</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalized Twice or More</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q6: The A-C-G-M-E currently caps shifts for medical residents in their second year and above at a maximum of 28 hours without sleep. Some have proposed reducing this cap from 28 hours to a maximum of 16 hours in a row. Do you support the proposal to decrease the shift limit for 2nd year and above residents from 28 hours to a maximum of 16 hours in a row? [IF YES/NO ASK: Is that strongly or not so strongly YES/NO?]

Reactions to knowing that a resident treating the respondent had been on duty for more than 16 hours

Feel Anxious About the Safety of Your Medical Care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unlikely</th>
<th>Likely</th>
<th>DK/Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 50</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 50</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democrat</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-college</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital Employment</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Hospital Employment</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Emergency Room Visits</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Emergency Room Visit</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two or More Emergency Room Visits</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never Hospitalized</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalized Once</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalized Twice or More</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend:
DK/Ref (don't know/refused)

Q8: If you knew the doctor who was treating you had already been on duty for more than 16 hours without sleeping, would you be very likely, somewhat likely, somewhat unlikely, or very unlikely to feel anxious about the safety of your medical care?
Desire to be informed if admitted to an experimental hospital, in the iCOMPARE or FIRST trials, which allows first-year residents to work 28+ hours

Q8: If you knew the doctor who was treating you had already been on duty for more than 16 hours without sleeping, would you be very likely, somewhat likely, somewhat unlikely, or very unlikely to want to be treated by a different doctor?